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cover: Pinnen, 2014, oil, acrylic, plastic on canvas (detail)

i
editorial
n this magazine I show a new series of paintings that started in the
beginning of 2015 and is ongoing
till this present day. The new works
are a synthesis between the headscarf paintings, which I made between
1993-2009 and the works of Maria
Sluierhof* made in 2010-2012.
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always try to analyse what, why
and how I paint. That is the reason
I made this magazine: to give the
spectator insight and background information to my paintings.
I like to thank Phil Gatenby for his
contribution to this magazine, who
wrote four texts about four of the
paintings made between 2011-2014.
Marja van Putten
October 2015
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*see page 2

further:
Updating Milkmaid
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The headscarf issue
ill about 100 years ago in most paintings of our Dutch and other
European masters women were depicted with a headscarf or cap.
Since 1993, I have used a number of women images of famous
paintings or other historical igures: paintings by Vermeer, Rembrandt,
Van Gogh, as well as Little Red Riding Hood, Droste nurse (Droste effect), Zeeuws meisje. This creates a variety of pictures of the veil as a
symbol of virginity and hidden sexuality and of women between two
extreme characterizations, the whore and the virgin.
Of course the headscarf issue now has a political and religious meaning, but my irst reference is the history of how they were portrayed.

T
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Melkmeisje-selfportrait I
1993, staged photo on
canvas

antipode
arly in 2011 the figure Mary Sluierhof arose. She acts as an alter
ego for me. Her history as a daughter of the 5th generation of
Dutch emigrants around 1845 goes to the heart of my own existence. She also refers to the situation of migrants in the Netherlands
at this time. Fleeing for economic but especially religious reasons they
founded villages like Pella, Holland and Zeeland especially in Michigan
and Iowa.
Until today, you can see this background in those places.

E
I

invented Mary Sluierhof because with her personality I could create
paintings with a new subject: the female sexuality in a less personal way.
On Google Earth in the ‘street view’ mode you can drive through her village and I was amazed that there is even a Vermeer Road. Of course I have
located her place of birth in that street.
movie about Maria Sluierhof: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nBE2UepZsDU
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Maria Sluierhof
2010
manipulated photo

time place coincidence

O

ne of the main things I like
to achieve in these works
is to play with time. Figures
walk through time and meet
others they couldn’t have met in
their lifetimes. What would have
happened if time and place of
historical ﬁgures are mixed?

L

ife is often full of coincidence,
so you can look at history as
just a possible history among
all other ones we ‘ve missed… This
puts the individual person with his
properties in perspective and also
the constructions we have made
to organise and understand our
joint world. Countries, religious
groups, families, determine our
possibilities, out thoughts, our taste,
our longings, our jobs, the ones we
love… In this series of paintings I
like to fantasize about people out of
their time and location.
further on page 16
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Systeem van verbeelding
system of imagination

I

have always tried to question
the way I paint, I like to ﬁnd
speciﬁc ways to paint a certain
subject that results into paintings
with a very diferent outlook at ﬁrst
sight. I use a variety of painting
styles, of techniques and materials
which are all together part of
my painting heritage. For every
individual painting I decide not
only the composition, subject,
forms and colours, but also the
style of painting. Often I use more
than one style in a work if it suits
the subject. That can also cause
such contradictions in style that
the painting sometimes almost falls
apart.
ne of the main reasons
why I work this way is the
determination of forms and
colours: the softness of textile, the
shout of red, the rough stroke and
the ﬁne pencil. Also because the
styles used by painters in history are
part of my unconscious heritage.
As if all media are pinned till you
start to use them in a personal
manner. Than they all have a
broader language. Combining
them multiplies the amount
of possibilities even more. In a
way it all refers to the system I
invented 25 years ago: Het system
van verbeelding (The system of
imagination).

O
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Phil Gatenby
Stockton on Tees (GB)
Artist, painter

Head of Fine Art Department
Teesside University
2007 - 2014
photo by Ikuko Tsuchiya
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ON four PAINTINGS
MARJA VAN putten
phil gatenby
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T

his is a compelling
painting that sits on
the overlap between
observed and observable
reality where the idea of
optical space (reality) is
depicted through linear
perspective (the void),
the stairs (escalator) and
additional rectilinear forms
(windows and doors?) that
surround the central geometric (polygons) form.
Similarly, the materials
deployed (paint media and
textile print media) confer a quietly sophisticated
nudge at key motifs in the
legacy of spatial abstraction.
he compositional
choices you have
made convincingly
echo exemplar modes of
pure abstraction by Mondrian and El Lissitzky, to
name but two. The decision to use textile media
(either by intent or default) cannot escape association with industrial
process and production.
Therefore, it seems pertinent to conclude that the
machine age is pushed
further into late-modernity
(second wave machines)
through the decision to
hint at ‘electric’ stairs
rather than static architectural form. On a personal

note I find the balance
between paint media and
textile media extraordinarily self-assured.
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Mall, 2015, 200 x 200 cm, various paints, fabric, glitter on canvas.
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here is a sense that
the facial and bodily
characterisation
given to each figure offers
the idea that the audience is being actively and
urgently confronted in a
manner that echoes contemporary “in your face”
vernacular speech. If this
conceptual assumption
is accepted it suggests
human qualities such as:
strength, conviction and
personal empowerment
are being foregrounded.
Given that each figure
appears to be sitting inside their respective trolley, additional ambiguities
such as: knowing playfulness and/or challenging
the zeitgeist of vengeful
capitalism? It appears that
the choice to depict the
central motif (three figures
as a conjoined group) in
a staccato manner reminiscent of a photographic
stencil may be a tactical
intent to reference technological process associated
with developed capitalism rather more than the
power politics of dislocation. What I mean by this
is made visible through the
imagined science fiction
of early expressionist film
work (Fritz Lang: Metropolis 1927). Or, from another

2

standpoint are you minded
about reimagining the
‘Three Graces’? Not sure?

T

here is an extensive
range of ideas that
have been grounded
on making art in a machine
age that have evolved
from texts written by Walter Benjamin (1936). A key
work that gives visual form
to this idea was first seen
in the exhibition titled:
‘This is Tomorrow’ (1956),
via Richard Hamilton’s
seminal poster ‘Just what
is it that makes today’s
homes so different so appealing’. These ideas seem
to have a bearing on the
direction the three conjoined figures are pushing
towards? I am not sure?

S

pecifically, the background space (infinite emptiness) hints
at the cold consequence
of late capitalism although
seems unsettled but not
yet unsettling enough.
When I think of the tilted
logic of capitalism in Euf so it would make sense rope, the sufferings of
to discover whether or
the Greek people and the
not direct reference to
seemingly unquenchable
recent social-feminist work thirst for power trumpeted
such as Cyborg Manithrough material acquisifesto (a musing about third tion perhaps the backwave technology – some
ground space needs to be
argue fourth) by Donna
blacker than black…
Harraway (1985). Why
does this matter?

I

Union, 2014, 180 x 150 cm, acrylic-, oilpaint on canvas.
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T

his is a strong and
compelling painting
where the alliance
between paint media and
textile media is assured.
The interdependence of
media choice is purposeful, decisive, urgent and
raw in a powerful way and
by being so its painterly
dynamics make invigorating demands of the viewer.
What I mean by this is the
work is ‘in your face’ in an
engaging manner. It has
authority. Pleasingly in this
instance The figure avoids
literal truth and is the
stronger for this.

3
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Old Lady, 2013, acrylic- oilpaint, objects, textile, bag on canvas
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Dear Marja,

T

connoisseurship. That
said, there is an optical
ambiguity between fact
and consequence. The
depiction of the headgear
suggests a thickness and
richness of textile material
inferring that its fit to the
head is rather tight?

he upper part of this
painting is a delight
and convincingly
secures the idea of
landscape in the eye/
mind of the viewer. The
middle distance (land
mass and mountains) adds
to this and is pleasingly
t is understood that the
signal elements of what
unromantic to an extent
that the value of painterly
appears to be a serving
girl seek to highlight
immediacy and lightness
of touch in the depiction of stereotypical reference
earth and air can succeed. points. The literal narrative
for this could take a step
back in detail to allow the
his (the certainty
sensory emotive mind
of painting identity
to take precedence over
and intent) allows
reason and logic. Offering
the intervention of the
figure (signifier) to be
the viewer a broader
sensory and intellectually
convincingly cut and
pasted into the lower part challenging feast can then
of the work as a visual
engage in a giving way.
cypher for historicism
This is your call. The fact
(signified). I understand
that you are a woman
saying what you wish
that you are consistently
intrigued by historicism
to say about the status
and note this when seeing conferred to women who
one of your other paintings serve is a territory you
when I visited the studio.
should explore without
The one that would
external restriction
connect immediately
or externally imposed
with key historical
permissions. Time to
events and figures in the
jump…
Netherlands. Moving
on. The way the paint is
Phil GatenbyWW
applied when you depict
the tight fitting headgear
declares considerable
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Märklin, 2013, 90 x 180, various paints, textile, pin, model train grass on canvas
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Encounters

T

he new series ‘Encounters’ is
about iconic figures from different times and places in history who meet others they couldn’t
have possibly met in their lives.

T

he irst painting I made is the
one on the right page: ‘Love
Aﬀair’. In this painting Milkmaid from the painting of Vermeer
meets Michiel de Ruyter on one of
her imaginary trips to Japan.

Uploading new (personal) content to (commercialized) Milkmaid image
file 1,2,and 3.
ince Milkmaid, Girl with the pearl earring and a bunch of other famous paintings are available per meter for very little
money it is more clear than ever...that nothing
can stop the use of any image for any purpose. It is free for everybody.

S
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M

aybe an update of her image is useful:
let her travel, sleep, smell the wood
and become crackled like an old lady..
So I took her on a trip for a few days.....

17
Encounters, Love affair, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
acrylic-, oil-, metallic paint, fabric on canvas

Encounters

Love and Marriage, Love and Marriage,
Go together like a horse and carriage,
This I tell ya brother, you can’t have one
without the other.
Love and Marriage, Love and Marriage,
It’s an institute you can’t disparage,
Ask the local gentry, and they will say is element’ry.
Try, try, try to separate them,
It’s an illusion.
Try, try, try and you will only come
to this conclusion.
Love and Marriage

18
1955, Titlesong “Married... with Children”, written by Sammy Cahn (text), James Van Heusen
(music), single of Frank Sinatra
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Encounters, love and Marriage, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
acrylic-, oilpaint on canvas.

Encounters

T

he third painting in the series
is about Rembrandt and
Mondriaan. Saskia, the wife of
Rembrandt, painted in the sleeping
room is now positioned in an open
space.. in the forest? near the river?
in a lake? The Saskia I painted
is lifting her skirt just a bit more
than the one on the painting of
Rembrandt.

T

he face in the painting
you could recognise as
Mondriaan. Is he watching
Saskia?

20
Saskia animation, sponsored by KPN, Metrostation Waterlooplein
during the exhibition ‘Late Rembrandt’ in the Rijksmuseum 2015

21
Encounters, Saskia, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
oilpaint, fabric on canvas.

Encounters

T

he series also shows sexual
and erotic elements like
Japanese erotic prints or less
clear associations. Historic ﬁgures,
men and women we know by name
from diferent parts of the world
and of diferent times can be related
in unexpected ways. For example
Genghis Khan plays with a little pink
and silver music box with a naked
ballerina.

T

his painting on the right page is
a Japanese lady who deﬁnitely
loves Verkade Maria cookies.
Verkade girls are notorious for their
cheeky sexual behaviours.

22

Encounters, Geisha with Maria biscuit, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
acrylic-, oilpaint, Verkade muisjes on canvas.
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Encounters

H

ere we see Genghis Kahn, the
severe emperor of the Mongol
empire. He is sitting in his
Asian chair, a carpet on a roll in his
background. Just sitting there and
looking at his new object: a plastic
music box with a naked ballerina,
made in Taiwan.

24

Encounters, Genghis and his box, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
various paints, metal paint (gold), felt tip pen on canvas
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Encounters

R

eally don’t know why it came to
my mind to picture these two
extremely diferent men. After I
made the painting I found that they
both have more in common than
meets the eye.

B

oth have the same age: Hitler
was born in april 1889, Schiele
in June 1890 and both are born
in the same country. They also both
fought in WO I. The name of Egon’s
father is Adolf. What if they had met at
the Art academy in Vienna?

26

Encounters, Averechts (reverted), 2015, 150 x 150 cm
oil-, acrylic paint on canvas
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Encounters

L

obengula KaMzilikazi took a lift
on the shelf of Venus while she
is participating in the painting of
Botticelli ‘The birth of Venus’. I just like
the contrast, the idea they spent a nice
time together.
*Lobengula Khumalo (1845–1894) was
the second and last king of the Northern
Ndebele people (historically called
Matabele in English).
*bron Wikiedia
The chameleon and the ﬂy:
“Did you ever see a chameleon catch a
ﬂy? The chameleon gets behind the ﬂy
and remains motionless for some time,
then he advances very slowly and gently,
ﬁrst putting forward one leg and then the
other. At last, when well within reach, he
darts his tongue and the ﬂy disappears.
England is the chameleon and I am that
ﬂy.”
Lobengula

Italian 0,10 euro
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Encounters, Prima Vera, 2015, 150 x 150 cm
oil-, acrylic paint on canvas
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studio

30
studio situation, 2010, tryout performance for exhibition at Ruigoord, Openbare Werken 2010
special guest Wim Vonk in the Big Barn.
painting at the front: Molenpad, 2010, 180 x 150 cm, various paint, fabric

Studio in Weesp

S

ince 2006 I share a
studio with Wim Vonk,
artist and Klaas de
Jonge, anthropologist and
collector of African art.

T

hese two pictures
show my work in
relation to the objects
and works of Wim Vonk.
The painting on the left
photo is associated with
Holland, the one hanging
on the wall on the right
photo is associated with
Suriname.

31
studio situation, 2013, Marja van Putten: Afromo, 195 x 115 cm, 2012, oil, acrylic, jewelry on canvas
Wim Vonk: Factotem, started 1998

Looking back

I

n 2006 I started to paint with all kinds
of paints in a new way. The years before
(1999-2008) I made many digital works, working with the ambition to give pixels more
depth and layers like real paint.
digt-paint.nl
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Le Moulin Bleu, 2005/2006, 320 x 270 cm, various paints, tape on canvas

33
studio Hogeweijselaan 2006-2008
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Google Earth,
2010, ø 120 cm, c-print on canvas

Schwarzmalen is een kritisch kunstproject over publieksparticipatie en crowdfunding en een initiatief van Astrid Moors en
Marja van Putten.
Met Schwarzmalen stellen we de roep om publieksparticipatie
ter discussie. Ook de veel geopperde mogelijkheid om de ‘creative industry’ te ﬁnancieren met crowdfunding betrekken we in
het project. Publieksparticipatie is hot. In de politiek en de
samenleving speelt het idee dat kunst ‘maatschappelijk nut’
moet hebben en ‘breed gedragen’ moet zijn. Kunstenaars die het
avontuur zoeken en geen geld met hun werk verdienen worden bestempeld als hobbyisten of zijn ‘niet meer van deze tijd’.
Het project Schwarzmalen1 in 2014 resulteerde in 2 schilderijen die d.m.v. een poll op Facebook tot stand kwamen. Ze zijn
op voorhand in delen (1/16) leeg verkocht en er was een eindpresentatie en performance waar de doeken in 16 stukken zijn
geknipt, opnieuw opgespannen en verdeeld over de kopers.
In 2015 vond Schwarzmalen2 plaats met 8 kunstenaars: Rob Visje, Annemarie Vink, Marieke Hunze, Hanneke van der Werf, Rolina Nell en Titus Dekker, Marja van Putten en Astrid Moors.
De presentatie vond plaats in VondelCS.
Aanleiding is het schilderij‘Höhere Wesen befahlen: rechte
obere Ecke schwarz malen!’ van Sigmar Polke
meer info op: schwarzmalen.nl
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Churchspoons, 2012/2013
35 cm wide, oil-, acrylic paint, linseed oil on canvas

38
2010, selfportrait

Other activities

S

chwarzmalen 1 & 2
Schwarzmalen (paint
it black) is a project on
Facebook, I am organizing
together with Astrid Moors.
In 2015 for the second
time with 8 artists.

A

ssistent of Armando, the most
famous living Dutch
artist. Since 1996 I do the
socalled preparation work
for his sculptures. Since
2005 together with Wim
Vonk. The sculptures are
also made in our studio in
Weesp.

Websites
marjavanputten.nl
hetmelkmeisjevanver
meer.nl
mariasluierhof.nl
ﬂagsoftheworld.nl
digt-paint.nl
traco.arttrust.nl

T

he idea behind this
project is a critical
point of view against
the tendency to focus on
the commercial potential
and the taste of the public
in the arts lately. The title
refers to the painting of
Sigmar Polke. ‘Hohere Wesen befahlen: rechte obere
Ecke schwarz malen’.

www.schwarzmalen.nl

A

rttrust is my company, creating websites, mainly for
other artists and creative
businesses since 2002.
www.arttrust.nl

A

rt-trust borrowed
partly the name of
my webdesign company and is an organization under construction. Its
goal is digital preservation
and acces of the oeuvre of
artists who passed away.

F

lags of the world is a
project started in 2010.
I made paintings from
the ﬂags of all countries
of the world (2008) with
decorations and colors
related to their ﬂag.
www.ﬂagsoftheworld.nl

www.art-trust.nl
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